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Did you know trees prepare for winter like animals? While some animals eat extra 
food to put on weight for the winter, trees pull food or nutrients from their leaves 

and store it in their roots and trunks. Trees then use the stored nutrients to help them 
survive the winter.

Trees in Winter

Uh oh! The tree below is missing its roots. Where will it store nutrients? Add roots to 
the tree for it to store its nutrients. What kind of roots do you think would store 

nutrients best? Why? 
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Leaves fall off trees when they aren’t doing their job any more. A leaf’s job is to turn 
sunlight into food for the tree. Remember how trees pull the nutrients out of their 

leaves and send them back to their roots and trunks? This acts like a signal to leaves 
that their job is done for the season. When the leaves are empty of nutrients, the 

trees stop holding on to them and they fall to the ground.

Why Do Leaves Fall Off Trees?

Color the leaf mosaic below to create picture of a leaf that has fallen off a tree for the 
winter. There are no rules about how to color your leaf, but the general idea is to 

color the shapes on each leaf a different color (see the examples below). Pick colors 
found in nature or let your imagination run wild to create something original.
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Some trees don’t lose their leaves during the winter. Scientists call these trees 
evergreens. Evergreens often have leaves called needles. Needles have a thick, 

waxy coating that keeps them from losing water during the winter. Inside evergreen 
needles are special chemicals that help keep the water inside the tree from freezing.

Four Seasons of Green

+RZ�PDQ\�GLIIHUHQW�NLQGV�RI�HYHUJUHHQV�FDQ�\RX�ƓQG"�7DNH�D�ZDON�RXWVLGH�DQG�FRXQW�
how many different evergreen trees you see. Keep track in the box below.
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Do Trees Sleep?

Did you know some trees go dormant or inactive during the winter? Like bears in 
hibernation, some trees take advantage of winter as a much-needed time of rest. 
Dormancy is a tree’s way to stay alive during cold weather, even if it’s not actively 

growing. It allows trees to conserve energy and resources until growing conditions 
improve and temperatures warm up.

What would life be like for you if you were a tree that went dormant for the winter? 
Draw a picture or write a story about your adventures as a dormant tree below.
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Scavenger Hunt

Seeds, Seed Pods, or Fruit
+RZ�PDQ\�VHHGV�FDQ�\RX�ƓQG"�

What kind of plants will they grow?

Berries
Why do some plants have berries? 

How do they help plants?

Bark
Why do some trees have smooth bark 

and others rough?  Is bark alive?

Sunshine
If the sun is shining why is it so cold 

in the winter?

Bird
:KDW�NLQG�RI�ELUG�GLG�\RX�ƓQG"

How do birds stay warm?

A Tree with no Leaves
Does a tree need to keep itself warm 

in the winter?

Cone
Why are some cones hard and spiny 

while others are soft and papery?

Grass

Evergreen Tree or Bush
Why do some evergreens have 

long and pointy needles?

I spy with my little eye, winter in the natural world. Head outside and take a walk around 
your yard, neighborhood, or local park. Can you find the nine things shown here?

Tracks
Who made the tracks you found? 

Do you think they live nearby?
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Winter Walkabout
Take a walk with your friends, family, or a caregiver around your neighborhood or 

ORFDO�SDUN��'XULQJ�\RXU�ZDON��ORRN�IRU�SODQWV��+RZ�DUH�WKH�SODQWV�\RX�ƓQG�VXUYLYLQJ�WKH�
winter? Draw or write observations in the box below.

Bark helps protect trees. On your walk, stop at two different trees and take a bark 
rubbing. Place one of the boxes below on the tree trunk. Gently rub a crayon or 
pencil back and forth on the paper. The bark’s texture will appear on the paper.

Bark Rubbing
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Feed the Birds
&UHDWH�D�ELUG�IHHGHU�WR�KHOS�RXU�IHDWKHUHG�IULHQGV�ƓQG�D�ZLQWHU�
treat. Need some inspiration?  Visit: https://tinyurl.com/yxtwztwc

Habitat Makers
Pretend to be an animal and build your own hibernation den. 
Where will you make it? What will it be made of?

Bon Appetit
With the help of an adult, make this soup made with fall 
vegetables: https://tinyurl.com/yxbythff

Do You Want to Build a Snowplant?
Anyone can make a snowman, but can you build a snowplant? 
Use snow to build a plant instead of a person. Find natural 
things like twigs, rocks, and pinecones to decorate your plant. 
1R�VQRZ"�7U\�EXLOGLQJ�D�SODQW�RXW�RI�PDWHULDOV�\RX�ƓQG�DURXQG�
your house.

Coloring Fun
Need to warm up inside? Embrace your inner artist and try 
out this coloring sheet: https://tinyurl.com/y572sbgj

Just because it’s winter doesn’t mean our outdoor adventures have to end. Put on 
some warm clothes and try out one of these fun activities.

Additional Activities

https://tinyurl.com/yxtwztwc
https://tinyurl.com/y572sbgj
https://tinyurl.com/yxbythff

